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Microsoft’s new ClickOnce auto-updating technology can radically simplify application deployment. Using it, .NET developers and architects can deliver a powerful, smart client experience along with the easy maintenance of today’s best Web applications.
Microsoft Regional Director and MVP Brian Noyes has unsurpassed experience previewing and teaching ClickOnce to professional developers. In Smart Client Deployment with ClickOnce, Noyes demonstrates exactly how to make the most of ClickOnce in your real-world enterprise applications. Noyes covers ClickOnce design, architecture, security, installation, updates, and Bootstrapping—each with a full case study and detailed sample code.

This focused, concise book explains how to

	Design client applications for efficient deployment and auto-updating
	Perform application deployments and automatic updates quickly and easily
	Deliver “on-demand” client application updates
	Deploy prerequisites with the Visual Studio 2005 Bootstrapper
	Take full control of ClickOnce’s powerful publishing, update, and security options
	Leverage the Visual Studio 2005 and .NET 2.0 platform features that make ClickOnce possible
	Understand how your application will behave in the ClickOnce runtime environment


The book’s sample code is available for download at www.softinsight.com/clickoncebook.
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Activiti 5.x Business Process Management, Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	A practical guide to designing and developing BPMNbased business processes


	About This Book

	
		Detailed coverage of the various BPM notations used for business process development.
	
		Learn how to implement business processes based on real world examples.
	
		Understand how to deploy...
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Spectrum Wars: The Policy and Technology Debate (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003

	In early 2002, when the idea for this book was born and initial drafting began, the outlook for the telecommunications industry, including the wireless world, was beginning to look bleak, especially in comparison to the growth days of the late 1990s. Certain wireless telecommunications companies, such as Winstar and Metricom, began to face...
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Theoretical Aspects of Local Search (Monographs in Theoretical Computer Science. An EATCS Series)Springer, 2007
In 1958 Croes published a twenty page article in Operations Research describing a new method to handle traveling salesman problems based on the iterative use of simple edge-exchange mechanisms. This article can be seen as the seminal paper on local search, reporting for the first time the success of simple neighborhood-based iteration methods when...
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More Programming Pearls: Confessions of a CoderAddison Wesley, 1988
What do topics ranging from organic chemistry to Napoleon's campaigns have to do with computer programming? This collection of essays demonstrates the many varied aspects of programming, showing how programming can be both a fun and elegant science.
Some of the essays cover programming techniques, like how profilers can provide insight into the...
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By the Skin of Our Teeth: The Art and Design of Morning BreathDey Street Books, 2017

	A beautifully designed visual history of Morning Breath, Inc., the Brooklyn-based boutique design studio whose collaborators include renowned musical artists (from Jay Z to the Foo Fighters) as well as such top brands as Vans and Adidas.


	In 1996 while working at the in-house design department at Think...
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A Project Guide to UX Design: For user experience designers in the field or in the making (2nd Edition)New Riders Publishing, 2012

	User experience design is the discipline of creating a useful and usable Web site or application that’s easily navigated and meets the needs of the site owner and its users. There’s a lot more to successful UX design than knowing the latest Web technologies or design trends: It takes diplomacy, management skills, and business...
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